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IT is often supposed that the reality of alchemy, the transfor- · current of warm ait·. The film ; thus o'l!aincd are usually some· 

mation of the base into the noble metals, was generally accepted what rough upon the surface, s ) that I have preferred to usc two 
by orientals. But, according to II err E. \Viedemann (Amt. dn- pieces cemented to;{ether, coaterl inwards, with Canada 

balsam. In conjunction with the litmus we may employ ·a silver
Pityr. No. ro), some of the mo't noted saz·ants rejected the sta ined oran;":'e glass, and so isolate the red and green rays. For 
idea. In his ProlegomeiFm, lbn Khaldun that the the orange glass Mr. C. Horner has substituted a film of C·)l
transformation of metal.; is impossible, the philosopher's stone lodion stained with aurine. Sample; possibly vary; but that 
cannot exist, and the study of al ;hcmy is ruinous, His own which I have used, though extremely opaque to the blue green 

however, intere;t u;; Less than his citation of Avicenna ray>, and therefore so far very suitable for the purpose, allow.; a 
and his 6chool as opponent ; of alchemy. While Abn Nasir al comiderable quantity of the higher blue to pas;;. Hy spreading 

aurine upon a pale yellow glass, I obtained a very perfect ab· 
Farabi, an older philosopher, held that all metal; belong to the sorption of the blue-green and higher rays. Plates prepared as 
same species, and differed only·in accidents, so that a transforma- above described an.;wer the purpose very well; but I have found 
tion of these into each other was possible, A vicenna maintained that in some cases the litmus in contact with the balsan1 becomes 
that the metals differed in species, and that their specific differ- slowly reddened, the action creeping inward; from the edge. A 
enoes, ordained by God, were therefore not alterable by chemical dye, capable of replacing litmus, and free from this defect, is 

"soluble aniline blue," whose ab.;orption, as I found rather 
operations. A noted alchemist, Togair, contended, against this, unexpectedly, begin• in the yellow and orange. Bichromate of 
that the task of alchemy was not to impart these differences to pota' h and aniline blue may be mixed in the same solution, and 
metals, but only to alter the latter so that they might be enabled there is no difficulty in so adjusting the proportions as to secure 
to acquire them ; the means to this being the elixir. A great a go;)d compound yellow. To obtain solid films gelatine must 

K d' 1 h d be used, as in the case of litmus, for the dye is not soluble in 
predecessor of Avicenna, AI in I, a so appears to ave oppose collodion. With aniline there is no difficulty from the Canada 
akhemy. bal;am, and two plates cemented together answer perfectly. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Garder1s during the For systematic observatiom on compound colours nothing 
past week include two Ynlpine Phalangcrs (l'halangista vu!pi11a), probably can be better than colour box in its original 
a Rufous Rat Kangaroo (/f)tpsipY)'1III/Uf 1·uflsrms) from Aus- form; but it seemed to me that for the exam;nation of certain 

special questions a mo:·e portable arrangement would be con
tralia, presented by Mr. F. J. Horniman, F.Z.S.; a Ring-necked venient. ln an instrument of this class a full degree of bright· 
Parrakeet (l'ala:omis to,·quata) from India, presented by the ness requires that the width of the eye-slir, placed where the 
Countess Dowager of Lonsdale; two Long-eared Owls (Asw i;; formed, siDuld not contract the aperture of the eye, 
ctus), llritish, presented by the Rev. J. A. Wix; two Grey should not be less than about one-fifth of an inch; and 
Wagtails (Motacilla sulpllUrta), British, presented by Mr. although the maximum of brightness is not necessary, consi-lera• 

f tions of thi;; kind largely influence the de5ign. If we regard 
Swaysland ; a Dufresne's Amazon ( Chrysotis dujrtsniatta) rom width of the eye-slit as given, a certain length of spectrum IS 

.'>outh-East Brazil, a Yellow-cheeked Amazon ( Chrysotis autum- nece>sary in order to attain the desired standard in respect of 
naiis) from Honduras, an Orange-winged Amazon (Chrysotis purity of colour; so that what we have to aim at is a sufficient 
amazonica) from South America, deposited ; a Pluto Monkey linear extension of the spectrum. A suitable compromise can 
( Cm:opithtaU pluto), a Syke;/s Monkey ( albogu- then be made between the claims of hrightnes> and purity. 

h ·) f The necessary len;:th of spectrum can be obtained by increasing 
laris) irom West Africa, a Dar.win's R ea (Rhta tlnrwitn rom either the angular dispersion of the prisms or the focal length of 
Patsgonia, a Picazuro Pigeon ·(Columba puauwo) k-om South the lens by which the image i s formed. If portability be no 
America, two Spotterl Zenaida Doves (Zmaida 111aculata) from object, the latter is the preferable method, and the focal length 
La Plata, two Dominican Gulls (Larus dominicamu) from may well be increased up to five or six feet; in this way may 
Antsrctic ADlerica, purchased. obtain a field of view of given purity of colour and of maximum 

brightne;;s, at the expense only of its angular extent. If, how

EXPERIMENTS ON COLOUR 1 

l N a former paper with the above title (NATURE, vol. iii. p. 
234) I de;cribed some C')mbinations of ab.;orbing .media 

capable of transmitting the red and green, while stopping the 
other ray.; of the spectmm. In thi;; way I obtained a punly 
compound yellow, made up of red and green, and free from 
homo"eneous yellow light. In devi>ing such co:nbinations we 
h:rve h1 the first place to seek an absorbing agent capable of 
removing the yellow of the spectrum, while allowing the red 
and green to For this purpose I u;e i an alkaline infnsirm 
of Jitmlts, or sohsti"n of chloride of chromium, placed in a 
trough witbJarallel glass sides. In order to stop the blue rays 
we may a,.a· ow'Selve; of chromate of p)tassium. If a second 
trough be not objected to, it i; best to u;e the uichromatc, as 
exerci;ing the most powerful up:m the upper of 
the spectrum; but the bichromate ca·mot be mllced with litmus 
without de;troying the de; ired action of the latter upon yellow. 
In this case we mu; t conknt our.;clvc; with the neutral 
chrom'lte. 

During the last year and a half I h we resumed these experi 
mellti_with the view, if possible, of finding solid media capable 
of the same effects, and so of dispensing with the somewhat 
b:oable6ome troughs necessary fur fluids. 'Vith this object we 

film; of gelatine or of collodion, spread upon gla'' 
and impregnated with various <lyes, gelatine being chosen when 
the dye is soluble in water, and collodi')n when the dye i< so!uble 
in alcohol. Thus in the case of litmus a slightly warmed plate 
is coated with a ltot an:l carefully ftltered solution of gelatine, 
allowed to remain in a perfectly h:>rizout:li po>ition until the 
gelatine is set, and then put aside to dry, by preference in a 

1 Read before Section A of the British Association, September 2, t8SJ, by 
J,ord Rayleigh, F .R.S. 

ever, we desire an instrument which can be moved from one 
place to another without losing its adjustment, the focal length 
of the lenses must be kept down, and then a large prismatic dis· 
persion is the only alternative. 

Increased di<persion can of cvurse be obtained by multiplica
tion of prisms; but for the purpose in view, high resolving 
pJwer is not wanted, and our object may be attained with a 
comparatively small total thickness of glass, either hy the use of 
higher angles than usual, or hy giving the light a more 
grazing emergence. The latter was the course adopted Ill d:

the first instrument of which I have to <peak . A pair 
of prisms of 6oo, cut from an ordinary single It x rt ·inch prism 
along a plane bisecting at right its refracting edge, were 
arranged in the corner of a shallow box, so as t ·) fonn what 
Thollon calls a couple. Considered as a simple, rigidly con
nected refractor, the pair of prisms are placed so to give 
minimum deviation, but the incident and emergent light makes 
smaller angle.; with the final surface, than if each pri;m were 
adjusted separately for _minimum deviation. The collimating 
and f,>cussing lense.; are common glasst;·' of 8" 
focu;, The bJX is 12" ·x 12" x 3 Light ·entermg nt a slit on 
one of the sides of the box would be turned by the prisms 
through an angle rather greater than a right •. a 
pure spectrum upon another side of the box. flus side 1; cut 
away, and provided with movable screens of cardboard, so 
any part may be open or cbsed as desired. ':'hen eye_ IS 

applied to the fir>t the pri,ms are seen umformly 
ated wirh cohur,; whose composition depends the situation 
and width of the slit< between the cardboard screens through 
which li<'ht i; alluwed to enter. In thi' way wf" may obtain a 
uniform "'field of view li"htcd with any combination of spectral 
colours. My ohject, was to obtain an instrument for 
making complri<ons between. the 'imple and compound yellow, 
and for thi; purp1se an addition was nece;sary. Thi> consisted 
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of a very acute-angled prism held cl;'e to the disper,i,>g prisms 
-in n position that it> refracting edge was horiz.Jntal, divid
illg the field of v:ew into two equal parts. The action of this 
pri,;m is mo,;t easily understood by again supposing the light to 
enter at the eye-slit. Half of the li_;ht proceed< as before, 
forming ulti .nately a pure spectrum upon the >ide of the bJx. 
The upper h-,lf of the beam, ho.\·ever, is defleckd by the acute
angled prism, and the c-;rrespJnding spectrum is thrown up
wards, so as to lie somewhat higher upon the sid of the box. 
This part is al;o cut away, and provided wi!h movable sCI"eens. 
By the principb of reversibility the con <equcnce is that an 
eye placed at the fir,t slit sees two u ·•iform patch.-s of colour, 
the lower formed as before by light from the lower set of slit<, 
the upper, C·JVering the acute-ant:leJ pri -m, hy light from the , 
upper set of sl:ts. These" colours are in cl;;e jnxtapo .ition, and 
may be c;m pared with ease and accuracy. 

The great difficulty in thb class of i•>st.-umenh is to devi -e 
any efficient and reasJnably simple method of C·Jntrolling the 
p:>siti m and widths of the slits. In the present case I c·mtenkd 
myself with strip;; of blackened cardboard cemented to the side 
of the box with scaling-wax, or soft wax, according to the degree 
of permanence of adjustment aimed at. One part of the field 
was illuminated with homoge.1eous yelbw {about the line D) 
from a single &lit. The other half was l;ghted with a mixture 
of full red and full green, and the observation consisted in 
adj>ming the widths of the slits throu;jh which the red and 
grt"en were admitted, until the mixture was a match with the 
simple yellow. 

1he first trials of this instrument in the sprinJ of last year re
vealed an peculiarity of colour vision, quite distinct 
from colour blindne;s. The red and green mixture which to 
my eyes and to those of most people matches perfectly the 
homogenf!l>u; yellow of the line D, appeared to my three 
brothers-in-law hopelessly too red, "almost as red as red sealing
wax." Jn order to suit their eyes the of red bad to 
be greatly diminished, until to nor.nal sight the cvl Jur was a fair 
green with scarcely any approach to yellow at all. So far as 
could be made out at the time, the three abnormal observers 
agreed well among themselves, a fact which sub.;equcnt mea,ure
ments have confirmed. It appt>ared afterward; that a fourth 
lu"uther wa; norm9.1 as well.as the three si:;ter;. 

These peculiarities were quite unexpected. After the fact bad 
.been proved, I remembered a dispute some years before as to 
the C·)lour of a dichromatic liquid, which appeared to me green, 

one of my brothers-in-law maintained that it wa> red ; but 
the ob;;ervation was not followed up, as it ought to have been, 
each of .u., rC<,>arding the other as inaccurate. After 
tl1e e.;tablishment of the difference I determined to carry out a 
plan, which I had tried with success some years before (October 
1877), f.or a colour-mixing arrangement depending on d-.mhle 
refucti0n, by whkh I h )ped to obtain an ea,ily adju;tahle 
instrument suitable for testing the vi,;ion of a number or pef'on«, 

In my original experiments I used a 6";)• doubly refracting 
prism of quartz, which threw hvo spectra of the linear source' 
upon screen containino- the eye slit. These oppositely 
polarised spectra partially and by snitahle placin;; of 
the pt'i<m .. could be to furnish red and green hght to the 

lly the of a :;mall Nicol bdd immediately behind 
the eye slit, the red or green could be isohted or mixed in any 
desired proporti9n, One advantage of this is that 
the two come from the same sht, that we 
are le:--s upon ·the uniformity of the li;::ht hch>nd ; hut 
it i; pe-rhap< a greater merit that the adju>t•ne11t of prop)rtiom 
i.; effected by simple rotation at the eye slit, all Hvinl the observer 
to try the effect of small changes with case and rapidity. 

In the new imtrument, which wa• completed dc>ring the autumn 
of last year, separate prisms were used to effect the dispersion 
and double refmction. For the sake of c1mpactnes,, a direct 
Y!sion pri;m by Browning, containing t .vo flints an-i three crowns, 
"'as cho;en, in co •jnncthn with a small ad1romatic douhle image 
prism. At one end of a long narrvw box, 24" X 2" X 2', the 
light is ·admitted through a slit whose position and width can _he 
adjusted by sliding its jaws abng a divirled •cal e. After travellmg 
about CJl" it falls upo:1 the double image pri<m upon a 
s:nan table so as to albw of rvtation, and then after two more 
inches u;)on a collimating lens, by which the tw,) beams are 
renderea .parallel. N<;xt come> dispersing prism, and then 
the focussing lens, throwing pure spectra upon the other end of 
the ·box, which carries the eye slit. The distance between the 
two lenses is and the entire length of the box is about 24". 

The eye slit i.; a fixture, and immediately behind it is the rotating 
Nic,>l, wh •Se position is read by a pointer on a di,·ided circle. 

The plrts of the spectru:n from which the compJncnt lights 
are taken c:m he chosen over a >uffici•:nl range by use of the two 
adju -tments already mentioned. By rutation of the table on 
which the double image pris.n is m9nnted, the JDwer 
is altere J, a ·•d one spe.;tru.n to sl1dc over the other, while 
hy m0\'ing the entrance slit the spectra are shifted t >gether 
with0ut rdative di ;placement. 

It yet rem:tin< to describe the parts by which the comparison 
cobur is txhihitel. Between the dou',lc illlage prism and the 
collimating lens a small vertical reflector is mounted on a turn
t.>ble at an angle of ab.mt 45°, Its dimemions are such that it 
coYcrs the lower half of the field of view only, leaving the upper 
lulf undisturbed, a:>d its functiJn is to reflect light coming from 
n lakral >lit throu6h the dispersing pri<m so as to throw a third 
spectrum upon the eye. The >lit is c,lrricd in a small 
dr nv tub! pr >jecting a boat 2" from the side of the box, and the 

pruceeding from it is rendered nearly parallel before reflec
ti ·)n by a len; of short focus. No adjustment is prvvided for the 
position or width of the lateral >lit; all that is necessary in thi,; 
respect attainable by rotating the mirror and hy varying 
the brightness of the light behind. A, sources of light I haye 
found Argand gas flames, surroanded by opal globe,;, to be sull
ablc, The gas tap supplying the lateral fhme is within reach of 
the observer, wb·J has thth the means of adjusting the match 
both with respect to cuhur and with rc,;pect to brightness, with
out losing ;;igbt of the subjects of com:1:1rison. The zero of the 
divided ci•·cle corr.:spmds approximatdy to the cumplctc exclu
sion of g•·een, but readings were always t;tken on both sides of it 
so a> to make the re,ults independent of this adjustment. The 
circle is di\'ided into 100 parts, green being excluied atoand so, 
and red at 25 and 7 s. Tenths of a division could be estimated 
pretty cxr ... ctly, an accuracy of readinJ fully sufficient for the 
purpose, as the observations of even practised observers wonld 
vary two or three-tenths. 

It is cviden'. that the numbers obtained are dependent upon the 
quality of the light by which the princi;>al slit is illuminated. In 
order to aYoid errors in the compari-on of persons' 
Yision arising fr,)m this source, it is advisable always to take 
simultane·JUs observations fr<>m so:ne practised in-lividual who.;e 
vision may be treated a;; a standard ; but no evidence appeared 
of any Yariation in the quality of the gaslight. The special 
application of such instmmeats to the of the qualities 
of variou; kinds of mixed liJbt w.1s alluded t<) at the end of my 
paper" On the Light from the Sky," &c. (l'hil. Mag., April, 
187J). 

I ha\'e obtained matches between simple and yellow 
fro:D twenty-three observers, principally students in the 
laboratory. Of these sixteen agree with myself within the 1imits 
of the errors of observatbn. The rernai:>ing seve 1 include my 
three brothers-in-hw, and two other,, Mr. J. J. Thomson and 
Mr. Threlfall, wh:lSC vision in this re;pect agrees very nearly 
with theirs. The vision of the other two differs from 
mine in the opp >site direction. In one case the difference, though 
apparently real, is small, but in the other (Mr. 
there was some difficulty in getting a good observation, the dif
ference i; mo.;t decided. Among seven female obsen·ers whom 
I lnve tried, tl1ere is not one whose visio:t differs sensibly from 
my own. 

AltbJugh the number examined is insufficient for statistical 
purp->ses, it is e\'idcnt that the pcculiari_ty is hy no mca!"'s rare, 
at lea<t among men. As far a< my expcnence ha5 gone, tt would 
see a> t.Jo a;; if norillal vi<ion were not of the nature of an average, 
from which small deviation;; are more than l.r-gcr one;; 
but this require; confirnntian. In orJer to give :t m >re precise 
idea of the amount of the difference in question, I have calcu· 
1 >ted fro:n the laws of double refraction the relative qu:tntitie;; of 
red and green liJht required by Mr. F. M, and 
to match the same yellow light. If we can 1, and G the maxi
mum hrightnessc; of the reel and green li_;:ht (as theywould-r_each 
the eye if the Nicol were removed), and •·, g' the actual bnght
nesses (a;; modified by the analyser) necessary f()r the match, then 
for :\I r. llal f o:1r-

rjg = I 'SO (R/G), 
while for my;elf-

r/g = 3'13 (R/G). 

I In other words, Mr. Ralfour requires only half n> '!1ucb red as 
myo<clf, in order to turn a given of green 111to yellow. 
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The corresponding numbers for the other four observers of this 
class would be substantially the same. On the other hand, Mr. 
Hart requires much more red than I do in order to convert a 
given green into yellow-in the ratio of about 2·6 : I, 

Except in the case of Mr. Hart, the colour vision of these 
observers is defective only in the sense that it differs from that of 
the majority. Their appreciation of small colour differences is 
as distinct as usual. In order to test this Mr. G. W. Balfour 
made a complete series of colour matches with revolving disks in 
the manner described by Muxwell and in my former paper. Six 
matches, of which only two are really independent, were ob
served, the consistency of the set being a measure of the accuracy 
of observation. The average error proved to be only double of 
that which I have found in my own observation•, and rather 
les_s than that usually met with in the case of observers whose 
vision is normal. 

In connection with what has been described above with respect 
to trichromic vision, it is interesting to notice that corresponding 
and perhaps larger differences are to be found in the vision of 
the so-called colour-blind. The double-refraction apparatus 
may conveniently be used in this investigation. With the 
pointer adjusted to o or 25, we have in the upper half of the 
field pure red or pure green respectively, and in the lower half 
pure yellow as usual. By suitable adjustment of the gas taps 
two observers of this class, Mr. T-- and Mr. B--, are 
able to obtain perfect matches both between red and yellow, 
and between green and yellow, but the proportions necessary 
are very different for the two observers. In Mr. T--'s red and 
yellow match, the red is to normal vision dazzlingly bright, and 
the yellow almost too dark to be recognised ; while the green 
and yellow match, however extravagant as to hue, appears 
reasonable in respect of brightness. On the other hand, to Mr. 
B--'s eyes, the red of the spectrum does not look nearly so 
dark, and the equivalent red and yellow appear to the normal 
eye to be much more nearly upon a level. Although these great 
differences exist, there is no doubt that the vision of both 
observers is strictly dichromic, and that, apart from brightness, 
all the rays of the spectrum, from red to green, have the same 
effect upon their eyes. 

If we wish to go beyond the fact that this vision is dichromic, 
and inquire whether the case is one of red blindness or of green 
blindness, we must be careful to consider whether the question 
itself has a definite meaning. If trichromic vision were 
always the same, and if a particular case of colour-blind 
vision differed from it merely by the absence of the red sensa
tion, that viston would intelligibly be characterised as red-blind. 
There is reason to believe that such cases exist. In all proba
bility the suppression of my own red sensation would lead me 
to make matches very nearly the same as Mr. T --'s; and in 
this sense he may fairly be called red-blind. But under the 
same circumstances my matches would be altogether rejected by 
Mr. B-- ; and the question may be asked, whether his case, 
being certainly not one of simple can be brought 
under the head of green-blindness. To this the sufficient answer 
is that if I became green-blind my matches would differ from 
those of Mr. B-- far more than if I was red-blind. The test 
of green-blindness would be the possibility of matches between 
colours which to normal eyes appear green and purple, or green 
and grey. Although a good deal has been said lately on this 
subject, I am not aware of a case in which accurate matches of 
this kind have been obtained from observers whose colour-vision 
is in other respects acute. If such cases exist, inquiry should 
qe instituted, in order to see how far the tnatches would corre· 
spond to green-blindness of an otherwise normal eye. 

We see, then, that there is dichromic vision which cannot 
accurately be described as affected with red-blindness, and still 
less as affected with green-blindness. The difference from normal 
vision, being not simply one of defect, cannot be defined by any 
single phrase. To obtain a comvlete knowledge of it quantita
tive observations over the whole spectmm, such as those carried 
out by Maxwell, are necessary. It is fortunate that these ob
servations are easier to arrange for dichromic than for trichromic 
vision. 

That I might be able to form an opinion upon the general 
acuteness of his colour vision, Mr. T-- was good enough 
to observe a series of five colour matches between red, white, 
blue, green, and yellow, one being left out each time. The 
results are given in the accompanying table; those marked 
"calculated" being a consistent set derived by elimination from 
the two marked A and B. The good ger.eral agreement of the 

two sets of numbers is a proof that withil). its restricted range 
Mr. T--'s sense of colour is acute. The first observation 
in which a mixture of red and white is matched by a mixture of 
green and blue is the most characteristic. 

Yellow. Dec. 2, r88o. I . ! I 
1 Red. White. I Blue. ! Green. 

-- --- ----'----'----:-------
76·2 23·8 1 - 23'3 i -76·7 1 o Observed 

22'6 -21 -79 __ o __ 

{156 "6 43'4 -52·3 o I -47·7 Observed -52·5 __ o __ 1_-_4_7_'5 __ c_a_lc_u_la_ted 

( ){I 68'2 s·s 0 -roo I 26'3 Observed 
__ __ o __ __ 2_3_·8_

1
.-c.a_l_c_ul_a_te_d 

{I 00'3 o 8 - IOO I 31'7 Observed 
61'2 o 7'8 -100 __ 3_1 __ c_a_lc_u_Ia_ted 

(S){ I =1n I 
- s6·s 
-55'9 

Observed 
Calculated 

Aj--;-2- 424 - SII 35 -470 

B j 641-j 405 -470 1 -199 1:- ---37_7_ --_--

In conclusion I will describe an apparatus by which it is pos· 
to observe these colour-matches without rotating the 

At the time of my first about ten years since, I was 
struck with the advantage which might emue if it were possible 
to have the mixed colours in view during the time of actual 
adjustment, and I thought of a plan by which this object might 
be attained. The idea, which I carried out soon ·afterwards, 
was ta spin an image of the disks instead of the disks them
selves. An inverting prism was mounted in a tube which could 
be made to rotate. The axis of rotation is adjusted si:> as to · 
point accurately to the centres of the disks mounted as usual. 
An eye applied to the prism sees the disks undisplaced as a 
whole, bnt inverted by reflection. As the tube rotates, the 
image of the disks rotates also, and with double angular velocity. 
When the speed is sufficient, the colours lying on any circle 
concentric with the disks are blended exactly as if the disks 
themselves revolved. 

This apparatus is quite successful; but its real advantages of 
working at a smaller velocity, and of allowing adjustment while 
the rotation continue", are counterbalanced in practice by the 
inconvenience of having to look through a tube, and the uncer
tainty introduced by the pcs>ible disturbance of the match due 
to unequal illumination of the area occupied by the 

MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES, AURORAS, AND 
EARTH CURRENTS I 

THE object of establishing a magnetic observatory is to 
determine at any instant the direction and magnitude of 

the earth's magnetic force. The direction of the magnetic force 
of the earth is the direction in which · a small magnetic needle 
would point when it is freely suspended, so as to turn about an 
axis passing through its centre of gravity. But it is not easy to 
suspend a magnetic needle so as to tum freely and yet to be 
sure that the about which it turns passes accurately through 
the centre of gravity of the needle, and if it does not so 
then on suspending the needle we have not only the magnetic 
force but also the gravitating force of the earth acting upon it 
to turn it about its axi", and the position which it takes up shows us 
the direction of these combined forces upon the magnetic needle. 

This direction depends upon the mass of the needle, for to 
that its weight is due; it depends upon the form of the needle 
and the position of its centre of gravity with regard to the axis 
on which it is hung; it depends also on the magnetic properties of 
the mbstance, so that it is not easy to determine even the direc· 
tion of the magnetic force by a plan w hicb theoretically is so 
very simple. Instead of attempting to make the required deter
minations by such a method it is necessary that a steadier mode 
of suspension should be adopted, and that may be done as soon 
as it is discovered in what vertic!ll plane the force of gravity, 

1 Lecture delivered at the Royal Institution on Friday evening, June 3, 
188r, by Prof. W. Grylls Adams, F.R.S. 
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